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Young people are a tough sell for mutual funds. Many of them are disinterested in investing. 
Many are confused by the investment process. 

But a number of fund families keep plugging away. At least two market their funds directly to 
children in their teens or younger. Others pitch products to investors ranging in age from 5 -the 
youngest members of the so-called Millennia1 Generation - to 42, the oldest Generation Xers. 

Investments by parents for children are nothing new. Parents have been avid users of everything 
from custodial accounts to 529 plans. 

But trying to get kids themselves involved is different. 

"My primary goal is to create a kids' fund and not sacrifice performance," said Bob Bacarella, 
president of Monetta Financial Services. He's also manager of the $500,000 Monetta Young 
Investors Fund. 

The modest portFolio was launched in December. It's aimed at investors as young as 3 and as old 
as 15, and it has about 200 shareholders. 

"A 529 plan gives a nice tax deferral," Bacarella said. "But we want a fund that teaches financial 
literacy." 

Bacarella knows that adults are likely to be the ones writing checks to the fund. "But we aim our 
marketing to kids," he said. "Parents and grandparents find it. They see the educational materials 
aimed at children. They want that for their kids." 

Monetta tries to get kids interested in Wall Street with everything from educational books and 
compact disks to a game pamphlet and online games and quizzes. 

American Century aims its "My (Whatever) Plan" at Generation Millennials and Gen-Xers. Rather 
than a single specific fund, the plan offers young investors a choice among several funds. Five 
are in American Century's Lifestrong series of target-date portfolios. 

Another five are in the fund firm's One Choice group of lifestyle funds. They range from 
conservative to very aggressive asset allocations. 

Off The Radar Screen 

"Anyone can invest in these," said Donna Byers, American Century's senior vice president of 
direct sales and service. "But My (Whatever) Plan targets new, young investors." 

The plan focuses on age-appropriate topics. 

"Young investors, especially Millennials, can't relate to retirement because it's so far off their 
radar screens," Byers said. "Instead, we try to help them reach goals that are more relevant." 

Those include paying for college, a wedding, a home and a car. 

Marketing for the plan starts with the basics. "Some of their common questions show many are 
confused about the difference between saving and investing," Byers said. 

Byers says American Century must be ready to explain how compounding works, the value of 
long-term investing and the benefit of dollar-cost averaging. 

Charles Schwab (SCHW) unveiled its 15-Minute IRA in February. The idea is to make opening a 
retirement account as easy as possible for young investors, who may be new to financial services 
beyond ban king. 



Fidelity Investments offers its Simplestart IRA. The giant firm also offers the myplan interactive 
retirement plan. "It's aimed at people who are early in the accumulation phase of their financial 
careers," said spokeswoman Debra Pont. 

Products from all of these financial firms typically tout small starting investments and follow-up 
deposits. 

For investors, starting early is a big benefit. Look at a family that starts an account for a 10-year- 
old and invests $2,000 each year. Suppose it grows an average of 8% a year. 

By age 65, his account will be worth $1.83 millian, says CPA Michael Busch of the Financial 
Planning Association board of directors. 

By waiting until age 30 to open his account - the average starting age for Americans, says the 
Investment Company Institute - he would need to invest about $10,641 yearly to build the same 
size nest egg. 

To grab kids' interest, Monetta puts half of Young Investors assets into consumer-oriented names 
that youngsters should recognize. Those include what Bacarella calls conservative names like 
Walt Disney. (DIS) It also has growthier names like shoemaker Crocs. (CROX) 
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The fund invests the other half of its money in an S&P 500 ETF. 

Early Start Cuts Costs 
Cantributions needed ta build s nest egg, growing at @fa a year, f o 
$1 -8 mil by age 65 
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